
GMCL Guidance

Promotion & Relegation 
2023 into 2024

Saturday Competition

Sunday Competition 



P - 3 relegated

P2 - 3 promoted

P2 - 4 relegated

Chmp - 2 promoted

Chmp - 4 relegated

D1 - 2 promoted

1 new team

D1 - 4 relegated

D2- 4 relegated

D3 - 2 promoted

D2 - 1 promoted D3 - 5 relegated (bottom 5 
teams) into 3 divisions of 12

D4 - 3 promoted
1 from each division

1 new team

D4 - 6 relegated 
(bottom 2 in each division) 
into 3 divisions of 11

D5 - 4 promoted, top of each div, plus highest point scoring 2nd place>>

Saturday Competition
At the end of the 2023 season two new teams from one club will join our Saturday 
competition, the 1st XI will join Div 1 and the 2nd XI will join Div 4.
The club will be named in due course when departure procedures with the old league 
are concluded.

This will be the position should the prospective new club join the 
league for 2024

This process will return Premier League 2 to 12 teams as 
previously advised, return Division 2 to 12 teams (currently 
11) and increase Divisions 5 back to 11 teams (currently 10) 
to give more games for those teams.

This position does not include the further addition or withdrawal of Saturday 
teams from within our current member clubs, which will happen post 2023 
season.

All promotions are subject to teams meeting the ground standard required of 
the division above, should these be met the promoted clubs will be the clubs 
in the top places in the division(s) as stated.

Next highest places dependent on points total or average points where 
games available are different across divisions.



3 relegated

3 promoted

4 relegated

2 promoted

4 relegated

2 promoted

4 relegated

3 relegated

2 promoted

2 promoted

4 relegated 
into 3 divisions
of 12

3 promoted
top of each div

6 relegated 
(2 from each div)
into 1 division 
of 11, 2 of 10

5 promoted

Saturday Competition 
At the end of the 2023 season 

This will be the position should the prospective new club not join 
the league

This process will return Premier League 2 to 12 teams as 
previously advised, return Division 2 to 12 teams (currently 
11).

This position does not include the further addition or withdrawal of Saturday 
teams from within our current member clubs, which will happen post 2023 
season.

All promotions are subject to teams meeting the ground standard required of 
the division above, should these be met the promoted clubs will be the clubs 
in the top places in the division(s) as stated.

Next highest places dependent on points total or average points where 
games available are different across divisions.

Top of each division plus 2 highest scoring 
2nd places >>>>>>



3 relegated3 promoted

1 promoted form each Division 2 
3 relegated from Division 1

Sunday Competition 
At the end of the 2023 season

Because our Sunday competition entrants do change every post-season dependant on 
club decisions based on player availability we do not know the exact structure of the 
2024 competition in advance however this reflects the situation should entrants 
remain the same. 
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